
Add N To X On The Wires Of Our Nerves LP 33.99

Alcatrazz Born Innocent 2x 12" black vinyl, housed in a gatefold. All tracks never available on vinyl format. Tracks previously only available as part of the Born Innocent release in CD digipak format and digital. Track listing: Born Innocent/Polar Bear/ Finn McCool/We Still Remember/London 1666/Dirty Like the City/I Am the King/Something That I Am Missing/Paper Flags/The Wound Is Open/Body Beautiful/Warth Lane/For TonyLP 31.99

Aliens (The) Doorway Amnesia Formed from the ashes of The Beta Band, The Aliens blazed a trail with two critically acclaimed LP's in the mid to late Noughties - hitting the UK official charts as well as Hollywood film & TV - before mysteriously vanishing from the Humanoid star system. Their recent unexpected return continues apace with RSD 2021 exclusive Doorway Amnesia released on limited edition violet sparkle coloured 12” vinyl.12" 20.99

Alkaline Trio From Here To Infirmary Transparent red vinyl with black splatter 1500 worldwide This new pressing celebrates the 20th Anniversary of the original album release, and the first pressing in five years. This is the band's third - and breakout - full-length release, featuring the band's now-trademark classics 'Private Eye' and 'Stupid Kid'. This fresh pressing is released via Hassle Records for the UK/EU, in conjunction with Vagrant Records to celebrate their 25th anniversary. 12" 22.99

All Them Witches LIVE ON THE INTERNET New West Records is proud to present All Them Witches - LIVE ON THE INTERNET. This 16-song set will be pressed on 5 variations of color vinyl and packaged in a widespine jacket. Each package will be foil stamped and numbered. Limited to 1500 copies for the UK and Ireland.LP 38.99

Alpha & Omega meets Jonah Dan Spirit Of The Ancients Vol. 1 Music Mania and Indica Dubs is proud to present the 20th and 21st release “Spirit Of The Ancients”, featuring two legends of the UK Dub scene, pioneers Alpha & Omega and Jonah Dan! This album was originally released only on CD format in 2003, and now on vinyl for the first time, spread over two volumes! LP 22.99

Alpha & Omega meets Jonah Dan Spirit Of The Ancients Vol. 2 Music Mania and Indica Dubs is proud to present the 20th and 21st release “Spirit Of The Ancients”, featuring two legends of the UK Dub scene, pioneers Alpha & Omega and Jonah Dan! This album was originally released only on CD format in 2003, and now on vinyl for the first time, spread over two volumes! LP 22.99

Ani DiFranco Ani DiFranco Yellow and Black Splatter 2LP.  500 UK  Originally released in 1990, Ani DiFranco's first album is so revolutionary that the purveyors of status quo install women's music sections in the dusty corner of their stores in order to hide it. Dorm rooms coast to coast transform into audio dub houses where young women with aching arms scratch out hand written labels and personal letters like "you have to hear this." These quasi-booking agent and pirate distributors work long into the night purchasing greyhound tickets for a certain young Folksinger to come play at their school. Today. Folk and poetry prevail. Vulnerable stories arm themselves as powerful songs on Ani DiFranco's self-titled first solo record. Ani's voice is rich and eloquent. Her guitar moves like an appendage. From cockroach pus to abortion rights the record doesn't flinch. This singer/songwriter folk mecca contains songs with an epic stage life such as, "Both Hands," "Out of Habit," "The Slant," and "Fire Door." All of the tracks embody the love an2LP 21.99

Ann Peebles This Is Ann Peebles Ann Peebles first album, and first pressing since it's original release in 1969. remastered / color vinylLP 18.99

Archive Versions: Remixed South London collective Archive round off their 25th anniversary celebrations with an album of remixes of August’s Versions (reimagined versions of some of their best-loved songs). The album features eleven superb remixes of these tracks by the likes of Darkstar, GLOK (aka Ride’s Andy Bell), Vessels, Richard Norris and many more, released for the first time on vinyl here. The record is split across two 180g black 12” vinyl, complete with download code. Limited to 200 copies for the UK and IrelandLP 31.99

Aretha Franklin Oh Me, Oh My: Aretha Live In Philly 1972 “Oh Me Oh My: Aretha Live In Philly, 1972” is a shining example of the Queen of Soul at her best. The nearly hour-long performance – recorded live at the National Association Of Television & Radio Announcers Convention in Philadelphia, PA, USA, 1972 – features the first live performances of many of Aretha’s landmark hits.  The live recording took place shortly after the release of her Grammy™ Award winning studio album “Young Gifted and Black” and features the albums two Top 10 (USA) singles, penned by Aretha, ‘Rock Steady’ and ‘Day Dreaming’.  Plus stunning covers woven into medleys of ‘I Never Loved A Man (The Way That I Love You) / I Say a Little Prayer’, ‘Bridge Over Troubled Water / We’ve Only Just Begun’ and a glorious rendition of Aretha’s anthem ‘Respect’.   This stunning performance will be made available on vinyl for the first time especially for Record Store Day 2021, pressed on orange & yellow double vinyl. Strictly Limited to 10,000 copies. 2LP 31.99

Arizona Amp & Alternator Arizona Amp and Alternator Double Transparent Violet Coloured vinyl & DL card. 1000 copies pressed. First time on vinyl. Double debut from Howe Gelb’s one-off project that features members or Arcade Fire, Grandaddy, Scout Niblett and M Ward among others. Featuring extensive notes and interviews with the collaborators, exploring how the whole thing was put together. Track listing: Side A.1 Velvet And Pearl 2 Where The Wind Turns The Skin To Leather 3 AAAA (1) 4 Low Spark Of High Heeled Boys. Side B. 5 Man On A String 6 Bottom Of The Barrel 7 AAAA (2) 8 Can Do Girl. Side C. 9 Blue Blue Marble Girl 10 Baby It's Cold Outside 11 Re-Entry 12 Loretta And The Insect World 13 AAAA (3) 14 Talula And The Last Straw. Side D. 15 Vows 16 AAAA (4) 17 Recital 18 The Leaving YouLP 23.99

Art Of Noise Who's Afraid of the Art Of Noise?' / 'Who's Afraid Of Goodbye?' A reissue of ‘Who’s Afraid of…?’, the debut album from pioneering British synth-pop act The Art of Noise, featuring Oscar and Grammy Award winning composer Anne Dudley and hugely successful producer Trevor Horn. ‘Who’s Afraid of..?’ was one of the first releases on the fledgling ZTT label in 1984 and has been unavailable on vinyl since it was repressed and repackaged in 1985. UMC will make it available on 180gm vinyl for Record Store Day 2021, as a new limited edition release featuring a second LP of rare Art of Noise recordings, presented as ‘Who’s Afraid of… Goodbye?’ These are making their first appearance on vinyl and were previously only available as part of the now deleted 2006 box set, ‘What Have You Done With My Body, God?’ For aficionados of the brilliant ZTT catalogue “this has been number 34 in Zang Tuum Tumb’s Incomplete Incidental Series, number 17 in the Complete Element Series, and now number 24 in the Definitive Definition Series.”2LP 26.99

Ash BBC SESSIONS 1994 - 1999 Limited Edition of 1000 numbered copies on Hot Pink vinyl of 12 classic Ash tracks specially commissioned for BBC sessions by their great friends and supporters Steve Lamacq and the Late Great John Peel. These tracks were exclusively collected for Record Store Day.12" 27.99

Awolnation Angel Miners & The Lightning Riders Live From 2020Clear w/Red & Blue Spatter LP. 1000 worldwide 2020 and the Covid crisis meant little to no touring to almost every artist. Awolntion decided to play the entire album live anyway and added a powerful edge to their anthemic songs. Only physical product available for this recording!LP £16.99

Bastille VS. (Other People’s Heartache, Pt. III) Previously released in 2014 in a Pink & Black colourway and sold out instantlly.12" 18.99

Beastie Boys Aglio E Olio Vinyl reissue with two newly added bonus tracks, “Soba Violence,” and a rare cover of “Light My Fire.”LP 24.99

Bee Gees Three Kisses Of Love An exciting collection of the Bee Gees early pop platters, recorded during their “Australia Years” signed to the Festival label. This record defines that early sixties Beatlesque sound, full of thoughtful psychedelic folk-pop arrangements. Carefully remastered and reissued on limited edition heavyweight yellow vinyl. Only 1,000 numbered copies available.LP 21.99

Beverly Glenn-Copeland At Last! Released in 1980 on Beverly Glenn-Copeland’s own label and featuring his long-time collaborator Doug Riley "At Last!” took it’s name because it took so long for Glenn to get back in the studio and release new music (his previous recordings were in 1970!). The ultra-rare EP reveals Glenn in deep funk, soul and rock modes. Part of an ongoing reissue campaign celebratin the diverse output of this legendary musician and transgender activist. Pressed on black vinyl. Limited to 500 copies for the UK and Ireland12" 24.99

Bibio Vidiconia Brand new EP from Bibio featuring four beautiful haunting ambient pieces, reminiscent of his acclaimed Phantom Brickworks album.Limited to 500 copies for the UK and Ireland12" 14.99

Björk x The Hamrahlíð Choir Cosmogony Limited edition picturedisc featuring two versions of ‘Cosmogony’; the A side is Björk’s original and the AA side is performed by The Hamrahlíð Choir. Björk herself was a member of the choir as a teenager, and as a result has been a long-time collaborator. As such a fan of the choir’s work and completely unique sound, Björk featured them on both the Utopia album and had all 52 choristers accompany her around the world to perform at every live show during the Cornucopia tour. The artwork for this unique limited edition is a collaboration between Björk and James Merry.12" 21.99

Black Sabbath Master Of Reality Pressed on coloured vinyl (purple) + folded poster (taken out for The Ten Year War box set)LP 35.99

Black Spiders Black Spiders Black Spiders – Those Trusted And True Sons Of The North Are Back. “We knew the new album had to be special. We’ve been away for a while. The first album was a straight shot, the second on the rocks, with this new one we had to kick down the brewery doors!” Pete Spiby. Back in June of 2017, Sheffield rock beasts Black Spiders waved goodbye to an army of loyal fans with some sonically charged shows before retreating into the shadows. And then, in November of last year, with the world in the grips of the Coronavirus pandemic and after a long year of very little fun from out of the silhouettes they returned with ‘Fly In The Soup’, the first new Black Spiders music in 6 years. Exactly the feel-good shot in the arm the world needed, while we await that other vaccine. The seeds of the Black Spider return were actually planted last summer, when singer and guitarist Pete Spiby began taking to guitarist Ozzy Lister to start writing new material and before they knew it, they had amassed the best part of 40 songs in a vLP £19.99

Bob Dylan Jokerman / I and I (The Reggae Remix EP) Double A sided, x4 trk 12" single. This 12” features two reggae remixes each of “Jokerman” and “I And I” by Doctor Dread. The original versions of both tracks appeared on Dylan’s ‘Infidels’ album with Sly & Robbie as the rhythm section. The two “I And I” remixes were previously released on ‘Is It Rolling Bob: A Reggae Tribute To Bob Dylan’ (2003) while the ‘Jokerman’ remixes are newly commissioned and previously unreleased. Doctor Dread has worked with Bob Marley, Black Uhuru, Jimmy Cliff, Inner Circle, Gregory Isaacs, Luciano, Mad Cobra, Freddy Mcgregor, Sly and Robbie, Steel Pulse, The Wailers and many others.12" 17.99

Bobbie Gentry Windows Of the World Bobbie’s journey from country singer-songwriter to blue eyed soul diva stopped off at a hitherto unknown destination along the way. Before she arrived at Muscle Shoals to work her magic with the late great Rick Hall, Bobbie cut a laid back album of classic and contemporary jazz tunes that was abandoned before it had chance to see the light of day. This was a shame, as Bobbie proves herself as adept in this genre as in any other. This self-produced collection first saw the light of day on the Bobbie Gentry boxset, but this lost album deserves to have its own separate release and what better format than vinyl? The set exudes a sophisticated and intimate late-night vibe mostly featuring Bobbie alone with her guitar accompanied by a bass player; occasionally there is a whisper of strings from Jimmie Haskell who famously composed the cello and violin arrangement on Ode to Billie Joe. Gentry fans will find much to love in Bobbie’s short lived but brilliant turn as a jazz singer. The original 8 tracks to be supplemeLP 20.99

Bored BACK FOR MORE 12 tracks of the best bits by Australian Underground Legends BORED!. 800 copies printed on Neon Magenta vinyl, Geelong's most raucous guitar led rock action destroyers, whom started a whole scene back in 1987, 12 tracks picked by a long term fan/friend of the band as a tribute to Dave Thomas, leader of Bored! who passed away in early 2020. Dave Thomas from Bored! is widely regarded as a legendary riff master, a "scene" definer; many of the second (third?) wave of garage rock and roll noise from 1996 onwards owe many a debt, and a riff or two. All monies raised from this release to be passed to his surviving family. Its loud, and it rocks.. join in! Neon Magenta coloured vinyl. 500 UKLP £22.99

Candi Staton Trouble, Heartaches And Sadness (The Lost Fame Sessions Masters)Trouble, Heartaches And Sadness (The Lost Fame Sessions Masters) features twelve previously unreleased tracks from Candi Staton’s incredible recording period at the legendary FAME studios. Discovered and compiled as part of 2011’s Evidence (The Complete Fame Sessions Masters) compilation and available here for the first time on vinyl exclusively for RSD 2021.  TRACKLISTING Side 1 – 1. One More Hurt (2.41), 2. Spread Your Love On Me (3.10), 3. Lovin’ The Easy Way (2.50), 4. Where Were You (3.17)*,  5. I Gave A Little And Lost A Lot (4.19), 6. Do Right Woman (3.07).  Side 2 – 1. We Had It All (2.53), 2. Slipping Away (3.10), 3. I'll Be Here (3.25), 4. Trouble, Heartaches And Sadness (2.47), 5. Jolene (4.13), 6. Are You Just Building Me Up (3.28)  (All tracks are stereo except * mono)LP 19.99

Captain Beefheart Unconditionally Guaranteed Information:180g clear vinyl pressing, Cut to lacquer from 1/4” analogue masters. Includes “Unconditionally Guaranteed” promotional poster.LP 21.99

Carlton Melton NIGHT PILLERS 5 Newly mastered tracks from the same session that spawned 2020's 2LP release "Where This Leads" Spaced sike-drone fizzle and eyeball-shaking distorto rock leading the way on this late night head-nodder! Californian Magick Karpet riders, Carlton Melton, soar high on this Mini album, recorded /engineered by Phil Manley/El Studio and Mastered as ever by John McBain. Almost phasing out further than before, some of Millman's lead guitar hits sike stratospheres and orbits we cant even dream of, more synth, a drum machine, more guitars and Clint Golden holding down the back line whilst Andy and Rich duel in space with riff-lazers... well, thats what we thought late on saturday night...flyyyy onnnnnn....... 600 copies WHITE VINYL ONLY!LP £16.99

Carly Simon Why The ultimate sun-kissed feel-good anthem, Carly Simon’s ‘Why’ produced by none other than Bernard Edwards and Nile Rodgers sees a much welcomed 12 inch reissue. Originally recorded for the film Soup for One in 1982, though the movie flopped the soundtrack was a success and ‘Why’ became a classic by anyone’s standards - hitting number 10 in the UK charts and staying in them for 18 weeks.12" 12.99

Cat Stevens Harold & Maude OST This release is being offered in 2 different coloured vinyl, Orange & Yellow, the quantities for all territories will be split 50/50The Paramount movie Harold and Maude was in December 1971 and in the almost fifty years since its release, has become a cult classic. Part of the reason for its success is undoubtedly its soundtrack, which is comprised exclusively of songs by Cat Stevens.The majority of tracks are taken from the two 1970 Island/A&M albums, Mona Bone Jakon and Tea for the Tillerman, but Cat Stevens also composed two original songs for the film, “Don’t Be Shy” and “If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out”, as well as performing instrumental and alternative versions. The Harold and Maude soundtrack was first relissued in super limited quantities on multiple coloured LP versions in 2007 via Cameron Crowe’s Vinyl Films label (copies now trade for hundreds of dollars or more via Discogs). Finally presented in its first Island/A&M release, this new 50th anniversary Record Store Day pressing on coloured 180g vLP £21.99

Cat Stevens Harold & Maude OST This release is being offered in 2 different coloured vinyl, Orange & Yellow, the quantities for all territories will be split 50/50. The Paramount movie Harold and Maude was in December 1971 and in the almost fifty years since its release, has become a cult classic. Part of the reason for its success is undoubtedly its soundtrack, which is comprised exclusively of songs by Cat Stevens.The majority of tracks are taken from the two 1970 Island/A&M albums, Mona Bone Jakon and Tea for the Tillerman, but Cat Stevens also composed two original songs for the film, “Don’t Be Shy” and “If You Want to Sing Out, Sing Out”, as well as performing instrumental and alternative versions. The Harold and Maude soundtrack was first relissued in super limited quantities on multiple coloured LP versions in 2007 via Cameron Crowe’s Vinyl Films label (copies now trade for hundreds of dollars or more via Discogs). Finally presented in its first Island/A&M release, this new 50th anniversary Record Store Day pressing on coloured 180gLP 21.99

Channel 3 The Sweetest Thing / Someone Else's Arms This one-off 1973 release turned out to be the only recordings of Chicago veterans Channel 3. Powered by a brilliant Carl Davis production, a sublime William Sanders arrangement and a sterling Willie Henderson rhythm, 'The Sweetest Thing' is quite simply a masterpiece of Chicago Soul which has become even more popular over the years. A mint original is £250+ these days so this has been long overdue for a 7 Inch release.7" £10.99

Chapterhouse Rownderbowt Rownderbowt turns 25 in 2021. This year on Record Store Day, Music on Vinyl in cooperation with Sony Music release the album on vinyl for the first time; it’s a limited 25th anniversary edition on black & white marbled vinyl. This 4-LP set is placed in a deluxe slip-case with spot-varnish. The package includes an insert with pictures and liner notes.4LP 47.99

Charles Lloyd Manhattan Stories The first re-pressing of 2014’s much sought after vinyl release Features three jazz giants with Charles Lloyd: Gabor Szábo, Ron Carter and Pete La Roca Includes an extensive booklet with rare photos by Hank Parker, Francis Wolff and others Essays by Stanley Crouch, Willard Jenkins, Don Heckman and Michael Cuscuna Limited-edition 180-gm 2LP gatefold set newly remastered by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio and pressed at 33 1/3 RPM at Record Technology, Inc. (RTI) Featured in Resonance’s Spring/Summer consumer ad campaigns Exclusive LP release for Record Store Day 2021. Limited to 250 copies for the UK and IrelandLP 38.99

Chic Soup for One Famously sampled in Modjo’s number one smash hit ‘Lady’, Chic ‘Soup For One’ is a tried and tested recipe for greatness. Tantalizing, trademark Nile Rogers funk strumming, sublime synthwork, vocals to die for and hooks for days. Coming up to its 40th anniversary with the original released on Mirage in ’82.12'' £12.99

Clash (The) If Music Could Talk “If Music Could Talk” was a promo album released by The Clash in 1981, featuring interviews with all four members (Paul, Mick, Joe & Topper), conducted by long time band associate, Kosmo Vinyl, interspersed with music from the (as then) recently released Sandinista triple album. Until now, the album has never had a full release. Available across x 2 LP’s and pressed on 180g vinyl, the 2021 Record Store limited edition reproduces the original interview audio, as well as the full length tracks from the album (using the 2012 audio). The front cover features a photo of Augusto Cesar Sandino -  the Nicaraguan anti-imperialist leader and forebearer to the country’s Sandinista movement who in turn provided the inspiration for the album – and a Pennie Smith photo on the reverse. Brand new artwork and liner notes come from Kosmo Vinyl. £1 from the retail price of each copy will be donated to War Child.2LP 32.99

Complex Complex Complex were formed in Blackpool in 1968 and after a couple of line-up changes the band recorded this debut LP in a pub in Blackpool in 1970 as a 4 piece consisting of Tony Shakespeare (drums), Lance Fogg (bass), Steve Coe (organ), Brian Le (guitar,vocals).  The idea was to release the recordings as a demonstration LP rather than a tape or waiting on one of the southern routed A&R man to show up at a live performance. Only 99 copies were printed and sent out to major British labels with the hope of maybe securing a record deal, the remaining copies were sold at the bands shows in 1971 for a £1. The original release has now become legendary amongst collectors of British Psychedelia with copies selling for in excess of £10,000.00 This 50th anniversary edition is limited to 500 (orange vinyl) copies.LP 21.99

Cranberries (The) Stars: the best of 92-02 First Time On Vinyl* Following on from the reissues of ‘Everybody Else is Doing it… ‘ and ‘No Need to Argue’ – and 30 years after their debut release – UMC are proud to issue for the first time on vinyl a special transparent edition of the band’s greatest-hits collection ‘Stars: The Best of 1992–2002’.The Cranberries rose to international fame in the 1990s with global smashes such as ‘Zombie’, ‘Dreams’ and ‘Linger’ – collected here alongside tracks from their five albums for Island – plus two tracks unavailable on other albums ‘New New York’ and ‘Stars’.2LP £30.99

Crass Christ Alive! - The Rehearsal Originally recorded in 1982 in Crass’ rehearsal studio at Dial House, ‘Christ Alive’ documents the ofttimes gruelling process behind the making of a song. Given the exacting nature of Crass’ finished works, it’s illuminating to hear them battling out results that eventually gave them the structure to ‘Christ the Album’. After many hours spent in the studio, it was decided that Beethoven would be expertly weaved into the recordings. Call it Crasshoven if you like. This black vinyl pressing, limited to 450 units, will also see all profits donated to the Refuge, a UK charity working against domestic violence.LP £19.99

Cro-Mags The Age of Quarrel (Red & Black Spatter LP)2LP Red and Black Splatter Vinyl. 800 UK Cro-Mags is one of the fundamental names for the birth of the so-called “crossover thrash” subgenre, which synthesized thrash metal and hardcore punk. Cro-Mags’ first full-length, “The Age of Quarrel”, released in 1986, is one of the first albums where the unadulterated energy of hardcore punk is filtered through the aggression and the fury of thrash metal.2LP 19.99

Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young Déjà Vu Alternates “Déjà Vu Alternates” from Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young, is a recreation of their immensely popular second album, Déjà Vu featuring alternate versions of songs which appeared on the original album.  The iconic album which featured “Teach Your Children,” “Woodstock,” “Our House,” and “Helpless” will showcase these alternate versions on vinyl for the first time.  It will also feature a cover that mirrors the original album with an alternate photo from the cover shoot.   Pressed on 180gram black vinyl, with tip on embossed sleeve exclusively for Record Store Day 2021. Strictly Limited to 10,000 copies worldwide. LP 31.99

Cure (The) Wild Mood Swings First time on Picture Disc for this 25th Anniversary – Record Store Day 2021 Exclusive. Features the singles, “The 13th”, “Mint Car”, “Gone” & “Strange Attraction”. The 2LP Picture Disc is housed in a die-cut Gatefold Sleeve and comes with a Download Card.2LP £30.99

Czarface Czar Noir (w/ Comic Book) Never Before Issued. 5000 pressed, 500 for the UK. Czarface delivers a fresh action adventure in the form of an all new Czarface comic, “Czar Noir”, packaged with an exclusive vinyl soundtrack. In the spirit of the highly sought after Power Records series from the 70's, you can read along with the comic and hear the story come to life on vinyl. This all new action packed full color Czarface escapade comes with musical accompaniment by DJ 7L and the Czar-Keys. There’s death, destruction, mayhem and high drama – “Czar Noir.” The set will be available exclusively for RSD 2021. Dark Side: 1. Czarface Theme 3099 2. Winged Fingers 3. Voyage Dans Le Temps 4. Rise Of Czar Noir. Light Side: 1. Avant-Czar 2. Czarbot 1 Theme 3. Gas Trick 4. Pedestrians Run 5. Fights Are Like That 6. DZZZTLP 28.99

Dave Davies Bug 12" vinyl, 180g Pink and Yellow 2LP. 500 UK   If Dave Davies did nothing more than create the slash-and-burn power chords of the Kinks' "You Really Got Me" he'd earn a place in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. As it is, the younger Davies brother has accomplished much more. His first studio album in over 20 years finds Ray's frequently overshadowed sibling reviving that rather charming '70s device, the concept album--the plot here revolving around extraterrestrial visitation and brain implantation. Davies brings the idea of benign aliens a little closer in a collection that recalls some of the best trends of the '60s and '70s. He uses a rock template that harkens back to post-Tommy Who ("The Lie"), Mott the Hoople ("Whose Fooling Who"), and Deep Purple ("It Ain't over 'Till It's Done"), sounding rather anachronistic as a result. The songs are engaging and show Davies to be a writer of considerable skill and wit, but they're somewhat stuck in the way-back machine2LP 21.99

Dee Gees (Foo Fighters) Hail Satin Out July 17 as a limited edition vinyl album packaged era-appropriately in a dazzling rainbow mylar sleeve, HAIL SATIN is the bipolar party record of the summer. Side A features Grohl, Hawkins, Mendel, Smear, Shiflett and Jaffee lighting up the floor at Foo Fighters’ 606 studios with faithful renditions of five stone cold Brothers Gibb classics — Bee Gees bangers "You Should Be Dancing,” Night Fever,” “Tragedy” and “More Than A Woman" + Andy Gibb’s “Shadow Dancing” — while side B literally rocks the party with live at 606 renditions of roughly half of Foo Fighters pandemic panacea album MEDICINE AT MIDNIGHT.LP 27.99

Denzel Curry x Robert Glasper Live From Leimart Park Equal artist billing, one song from Denzel Curry's repertoire and one song from Robert Glasper's repertoire. Both songs were performed by Denzel, Robert and a band during a session in the Fall of 2020 that we dubbed "Live From Leimert Park".7" 12.99

Derozer 144 White Vinyl 7" 14.99

Dio God Hates Heavy Metal Picture disc based on Angry Machines album - includes "God Hates Heavy Metal" rare Japan only bonus track12" 18.99

Dirty Knobs (The) Humdinger / Feelin High Mike Campbell (ex Tom Petty & Heartbreakers) 2 non album tracks7" 10.99

Disciples (The) Return To Addis Ababa/Fearless Music Mania and Indica Dubs is proud to present their nineteenth collaborative-release in their Mania Dub series. .. Return To Addis Ababa: a heavyweight 90's production and one of the most iconic UK Dub anthems ever! The Disciples were formed in 1986 by brothers Russ and Lol. Together they played a significant role in the UK dub scene and produced some of the most distinctive instrumental dub music in that era, which shows significant influence in today’s dub and electronic music. They were given the name by Jah Shaka, after producing exclusively for him. Originally released on Boom Shacka Lacka, it now finally gets a re-issue / re-master for RSD 2021 on Mania Dub! (Non-Returnable) Played by all the big sounds through the years: Jah Shaka, Aba Shanti, Iration Steppas, and many more! Serious piece of soundsystem & UK-Dub history! 12" 10.99

Do Nothing Adventures In Success 12" Black std weight vinyl. 500 UK One off pressing of the bands cover of Will Powers "Adventures In Success" Featuring a never before heard remix by Hiro Ama.12" 15.99

Dos (Mike Watt & Kira Roessler) Justamente Tres Sophomore album from legendary bass players KIRA ROESSLER (Black Flag) and MIKE WATT (Minute Men, Firehose, Stooges). Pressed on teal vinyl. LP Teal colour vinyl, printed inner sleeve [w/ download card]LP 19.99

Dr John, The Night Tripper The Sun, Moon & Herbs Deluxe and limited 50th anniversary edition of Dr. John’s fourth studio album for Atco Records. 3LP expanded release with deluxe packaging and new liner notes features over 70 minutes of previously unreleased material on two discs, recorded during the 1971 album sessions and making a physical debut for RSD. Only one track from the bonus material was previously available on the limited Run Out Groove vinyl release: Dr. John: Professor Bizarre’s Funknology.   TRACKLISTING: 1.Black John The Conqueror 2. Where Ya At Mule 3. Craney Crow 4. Familiar Reality-Opening 5. Pots On Fiyo (Filé Gumbo) / Who I Got To Fall On (If The Pot Get Heavy) 6. Zu Zu Mamou 7. Familiar Reality-Reprise 8. Home Boy, Show Me The Way Back Home (take 1)* 9. Free From the Beast (take 1)* 10. Headin’ A Little Closer To My Home (take 2)* 11. Jungle (take 2)* 12. Trip City (edits of takes 4&7)* 13. Strictly Off The Wall, Look What You’ve Done 14. Unknown Jam* 15. Fish Dance* 16. Catfish Soiree Medley* 17. Burning* 18. Numerology* 19. Where Ya A3LP 44.99

Dreadzone Rare Mixes Vol 1 Taken from obscure compilations and DAT tapes, lockdown provided an opportunity for rare Dreadzone tracks from the vaults to be found and played by Greg Dread online during live sessions. Due to demand, ten of these forgotten gems from the early years of the band come together on one album to provide the next release from Dubwiser. Rare Mixes Vol 1 gives Dread fans the chance to finally own these hard to get tracks, now remastered for 20212LP £24.99

Dream Syndicate (The) Out of The Grey (Deluxe Edition) 1000 Black vinyl copies pressed, includes DL card w/ bonus tracks. 35-year anniversary re-issue of the Syndicate’s post hiatus reunion from ’86.  The Dream Syndicate’s 1986 album ‘Out of the Grey’ is back on vinyl for the first time in 24 years. Deliciously remastered with new liner notes that feature interviews with Steve Wynn, Mark Walton, Paul Cutler and Dennis Duck along with rare photos and eight rarities from the era. Hidden inside of ‘Out of the Grey’ are some of Wynn’s strongest songs - “Slide Away” is delightful pop, “Now I Ride Alone” is moody and intense “like the hardboiled typewriting of novelists Jim Thompson, Ross MacDonald, and James Cain” that Steve dug back in July ‘85. The epic “Boston” imagines the era in which Van Morrison was holed-up in that city circa 1967-68 writing the songs that comprised Astral Weeks while “50 in a 25 Zone” is a vehicle for a band-driven, slow burn groove. Properly remastered for the first time since its initial release by engineer Jim Hill who had recorded the oriLP 19.99

Durutti Column (The) Deux Triangles Deluxe Factory Benelux presents a deluxe double vinyl gatefold edition of Deux Triangles, originally a 1981 EP by acclaimed Factory Records group The Durutti Column, which can be considered a companion set to their signature second album L.C. Just 1000 copies have been pressed on blue and clear coloured vinyl for Record Store Day 2021. 2LP 26.99

dvsn SEPT 5TH dvsn is a Canadian R&B duo, composed of singer Daniel Daley and producer Nineteen85                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          SIDE A	 With Me 6:59 Too Deep 3:20 SIDE B                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Try / Effortless 5:33 Do It Well 4:12 In + Out 3:47 DISC TWO	 SIDE A	 SEPT 5TH 3:57 Hallucinations 4:06 Another One 3:49 SIDE B                                                                2LP 35.99

Dylan Fraser The Storm 12’’ 140g black vinyl (audio on the A side only / etched B side).  This is Dylan’s debut EP and his first & only physical format - EP now over 3M streams worldwide.12" 18.99

Ed Banger Records Ed Rec Vol.1 The first & cult Ed Banger Records Compilation from 2008 has always been Digital only. 1st time ever physical release as RSD exclusive. Ed Banger Records celebrating this year its 18th Anniversary  says  hello to Indies always supporting the label2LP 23.99

Electric Chairs (The) The Electric Chairs Limited Pink Vinyl LP 26.99

Elvis Presley CAFÉ EUROPA EN UNIFORME (GREEN + PINK CORNETTO VINYL) (RSD 2021)ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK FROM THE 1961 MOVIE G.I. BLUES (CAFÉ EUROPA EN UNIFORME IN FRANCE) DOUBLE-ALBUM MADE UP OF ALTERNATIVES THAT FOR THE MOST PART HAVE NEVER BEEN RELEASED ON VINYL SPECIAL EDITION ON VINYL WITH STUNNING “CORNETTO EFFECT” RED/BLUE AND GREEN/BLUE! THE TRUE COLLECTORS CHOICE - STRICTLY LIMITED TO ONLY 1,500 COPIES WORLWIDE!2LP 31.99



Elvis Presley SINGS THE MAD PROFESSOR (PICTURE DISC VINYL) (RSD 2021)THIS COLLECTOR'S EDITION CRYSTAL-CLEAR PICTURE-DISC VINYL FEATURES THE BEST OF ELVIS SINGS BEN WEISMAN SONGS ARE MAINLY ALTERNATE TRACKS BETWEEN 1956 & 1962 ONE TIME PRESSING - STRICTLY LIMITED TO ONLY 1,500 COPIES WORLWIDE!12" £24.99

Ernie K. Doe Here Come The Girls / Back Street Lover Most people will remember the Boots advert from 2007 which used Ernie K. Doe's infectious funky 'Here Come The Girls' and caused a surge of new interest in this killer 1970 New Orleans vintage groover. The Sugababes then nicked it and managed a Top 3 hit. However, accept no substiture for the original! An essential Allen Toussaint song and production which should be in everyone's 7Inch box as a staple. Instant flloor-filler anywhere and everywhere.7" 9.99

Evanescence Open Door 15th anniversary reissue of Evanescence's double-platinum selling album, featuring singles "Call Me When You're Sober," "Lithium," "Sweet Sacrifice" and "Good Enough." Limited edition 2 LP release pressed on grey marble vinyl.2LP 37.99

Fallujah The Harvest Wombs (10 Year Anniversary) Deep green & black burst LP. 800 UK  The definitive 2011 debut that set the benchmark for the new emerging wave of Technical Death Metal. Like an ethereal journey into the deep cosmos, Fallujah’s ’The Harvest Wombs’ is an equally beautiful and terrifying lesson in how Melody and Brute force can be balanced to perfection. Available for the first time on Gatefold vinyl in Deep Green & Black Burst, this 10 year anniversary edition is the definitive vinyl version of this amazing album.’12" 23.99

Fear The Record Deluxe and limited reissue of this 1982 punk classic will be pressed on 140g clear and white mixed vinyl and comes with a bonus 7” Christmas 45rpm single pressed on transparent red vinyl that comes in a repro of the original picture sleeve. The Christmas single has been out of print since original release in 1982. Package will also include a cardboard art-stencil of the band logo from the cover art. All tracks previously released.  TRACKLISTING 1.Let’s Have A War 2. Beef Boloney 3. Camarillo 4. I Don’t Care About You 5. New York’s Alright If You Like Saxophones 6. Gimmie Some Action 7. Foreign Policy 8. We Destroy The Family 9. I Love Livin’ In The City 10. Disconnected 11. We Got To Get Out Of This Place 12. Fresh Flesh 13. Getting The Brush 14. No More Nothing   7” single Side A: ★uck Christmas   /   7” single Side B: (Beep) ChristmasLP 31.99

Fine Young Cannibals feat. Cerrone & Dimitri From ParisShe Drives Me Crazy As part of a 35 Year anniversary celebration of FYC’s debut album London Records are releasing the recent remixes by Dimitri From Paris and Cerrone of their huge hit “She Drives Me Crazy’ on transparent red coloured vinyl exclusively for RSD 2021.  Including the classic track remastered plus legendary French DJ Cerrone takes the original to dancefloor. Dimitri’s giddy assault of ‘She Drives Me Crazy’ plunders sounds from pop, house, disco, and late-80s hip hop. Limited to 1000 copies for the UK and Ireland.12" 15.99

Fine Young Cannibals feat. Derrick Carter & Seth TroxlerShe Drives Me Crazy As part of a 35 Year anniversary celebration of FYC’s debut album London Records are releasing the recent remixes by Derrick Carter and Seth Troxler' of their huge hits “She Drives Me Crazy’ & 'Johnny Come Home' on transparent magenta coloured vinyl exclusively for RSD.  Including the original version of 'Johnny Come Home' remastered plus Derrick Carter isolates the brass and drills down to the bedrock of Chicago House with his re-rub. On the flip Seth Troxler’s subterranean re-rub of ‘She Drives Me Crazy’ is all static shocks and rumbling hydraulics. Limited to 1000 copies for the UK and Ireland12" 15.99

Fleet Foxes CAN I BELIEVE YOU / WADING IN Following on from thier critically acclaimed album 'Shore', Fleet Foxes release this limited 7" single for Record Store Day 2021.7" 12.99

Flirtations (The) Nothing But A Heartache’ b/w ‘Need Your Loving’The Flirtations were South Carolina trio Lestine Johnson with sisters Ernestine and Shirley Pearce. They originally recorded for the Old Town label as The Gypsies but despite a change of name and several changes of label success eluded them. After winning a local talent contest in 1968 they packed their bags and headed for England, where they supported Tom Jones and signed to Deram. ‘Nothing But A Heartache’ was their second release for the label and while it failed to chart in the UK it reached No. 34 on the Billboard Hot 100 in 1969. The wonderful ‘Need Your Loving’ would have remained an album track but requests from Northern Soul clubs saw it finally released as a single in 1972. Until now original UK copies of that original single have been extremely hard to come by and have been in very high demand. Both sides were written by the Deram ‘in house’ team of Wayne Bickerton and Tony Waddington, who would have considerable chart success in the mid ‘70s with The Rubettes, for whom they wrote the No. 1 hit ‘Su7" 11.99

Freddie Hubbard Live At The Warsaw Jazz Jamboree 1991 This concert sees it’s first ever vinyl release! A brilliant live performance by one of the jazz trumpet greats, Freddie Hubbard. The Who’s Who in Jazz label, founded in 1977 by Lionel Hampton, existed as a means to present to the world the best musicians the Jazz world had to offer. This concert recording from October 1991 at the Jazz Jamboree Festival in Warsaw, Poland, gets a special edition 30 year anniversary release. Hubbard’s quintet pays special tribute to Miles Davis that evening with a powerful rendition of “All Blues”. A well-recorded showcase of bop and blues played with harmonic intelligence and soul. Only 500 numbered copies available.2LP 26.99

Freddie Mercury Love Me Like There's No Tomorrow To celebrate the year that would have been Freddie Mercury’s 75th Birthday, USM / Mercury Records will be releasing a Record Store Day 2021 exclusive 7″ single of ‘Love Me Like There’s No Tomorrow’ on PINK vinyl. 7″ single on PINK vinyl with paper inner bag- Limited Edition7" 18.99

Fun Lovin' Criminals Scooby Snacks [25th Anniversay Edition] RSD Exclusive Orange Vinyl 12" single to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of the bands iconic track.  This features 3 Remixes of Scooby Snacks along with mixes of the other singles from their platinum selling Come Find Yourself album12" 14.99

Future Evol 5th anniversary edition. X10 trk, Translucent Red & Black Smoke coloured LP Vinyl. Rap super-star, Future, continued to forge his own trailblazing path in hip-hop with the release of his fourth studio album, EVOL, led by the lone feature “Low Life,” a collaboration with The Weekend. As a standout in a wave of projects, EVOL further cemented Future as the most dominant voice in rap, reaffirmed his notable influence on the genre as a whole, and takes place as one of the many jewels in the crown of Future’s evolving rap legacy10" 27.99

Georgia Seeking Thrills After Hours Where Seeking Thrills was Georgia’s exploration of the dancefloor in pop form over 12 tracks, After Hours sees Georgia going deeper into the club setting, with four remies of her own songs designed specifically for club use. After Hours gave Georgia the opportunity to go deeper into those influential club sounds that were at the core of Seeking Thrills. Condensed into 4 tracks, this 12” is not only collection of tracks rooted in house and techno, it’s Georgia’s homage to the dance culture that was so instrumental in the creation of Seeking Thrills. Die-cut sleeve with reverse print, yellow coloured vinyl. Limited to 500 copies for the UK and Ireland12" £19.99

God Forbid DETERMINATION (BLUE/WHITE HAZE VINYL) (RSD 2021)Reissue of the 2001 second full-length album from New Wave of American Heavy Metal pioneers GOD FORBID.  Marking the 20th anniversary of the album M-Theory Audio present the first-ever vinyl release, on stunning blue/white haze colour vinyl and strictly limited to 1500 copies!  Includes bonus track “Mind Eraser”LP 21.99

Gorillaz The G Collection 4 x 2 LP gatefold /  2 x 1 LP  -                             Gorillaz Demon Days- Plastic Beach-  Humanz- The Now Now-  Song Machine- 6LP £139.99

Green Jelly 333 IMPORT This album was nominated for a Grammy in 1994 and went on to sell 200,000 copies that year which at the time was seen as surprisingly unfavorable. This is the first time this album has ever been on vinyl, and Green Jelly’s 40th year as a band! Side A: 1 Carnage Rules (featured on the Super Nintendo and Genesis games with the same title) 2 Orange Krunch 3 Pinata Hed 4 Fixation 5 The Bear Song (featured in Dumb and Dumber) 6 FightSide B: 7 Super Elastic 8 Jump 9 Jerk 10 Anthem 11 Slave Boy (featuring Maynard James Keenan)LP 31.99

Gun Club (The) RUBY SESSIONS From the first sessions of the original GUN CLUB, never released alternate tracks originally recorded for their debut album "Fire of Love" produced by Chris D. 1981 "Fire of Love" and "Bad Indian" Minky Records presents an exclusive vinyl release  400 copies UK7" 15.99

Happy Mondays feat. Andrew Weatherall & Paul Oakenfold & Ewan PearsonHallelujah Ewan Pearson’s new take on Happy Monday's 'Hallelujah' sounds fresh, from bringing Kirsty McColl’s backing vocals from the Steve Lillywhite mix to the fore. The darker synth bass makes it remarkably easy to slip into a contemporary set, with its lo-slung robotic funk. Shaun William Ryder remains high in the mix, never sounding better, or head to the dub to get twisted into the dark throb. This 12" also includes the legendary Club mix by Andrew Weatherall & Paul Oakenfold plus the original plus the original track remastered. Limited to 1500 copies for the UK and Ireland.12" 14.99

Hawkwind Greasy Truckers Party Legendary 1972 show at The Roundhouse, London from the Space Ritual era. Includes the original recording of Hawkwind’s hit single ‘Silver Machine’. It is the first time the whole show has been available on double vinyl. Bonus tracks include ‘Master Of The Universe’ (Original 1972 LP Mix) & ‘Born To Go’ (Original 1972 LP Mix). TRACKLISTING: Side 1 – 1. Announcement / Apology, 2. This Is Your Captain Speaking (Breakdown), 3. This Is Your Captain Speaking, 4. You Shouldn't Do That, 5. The Awakening Side 2 – 1. Master Of The Universe, 2. Paranoia, 3. Earth Calling, 4. Silver Machine Side 3 – 1. Welcome To The Future, 2. Born To Go, 3. Brainstorm (Jam), 4. End Announcement Side 4 – Bonus Tracks: 1. Master Of The Universe (Original 1972 LP Mix), 2. Born To Go (Original 1972 LP Mix)2LP 23.99

Heartbreakers L.A.M.F. - The Found '77 Masters A limited edition in transparent purple vinyl.  Inner bag with new notes by Simon Wright, plus a 12" poster with Roberta Bayley cover outtake picLP £18.99

HU (The) Sad But True & Wolf Totem 2500 worldwide After creating their very own genre Hunnu Rock and releasing one of the most exciting debut albums of the last decade The HU from Mongolia are preparing to release their second album in 2021. In the meantime they paid their respect to Metallica covering their legendary song 'Sad But True' and translating the lyrics to their native language. Available physically for the first time ever!7" £12.99

Iggy Pop LIVE AT THE CHANNEL BOSTON (PINK + YELLOW SPLATTER VINYL) (RSD 2021)THE COMPLETE FULL-LENGTH LIVE AT THE CHANNEL CONCERT FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME… PRESENTED ON DOUBLE VINYL AS ONE YELLOW/GREEN AND ONE PINK/RED SPLATTER DISC!  ONE TIME PRESSING COLLECTOR'S EDITION - STRICTLY LIMITED TO ONLY 5,000 COPIES WORLWIDE! INCLUDES PRINTED INNER SLEEVES AND ORIGINAL RECORD LABELS2LP 34.99

IWDG IN A LONELY PLACE Any follower of Andrew Weatherall (a particularly fervent and erudite tribe) will be familiar with ‘The Sons of Slough.’ Comprising Andrew’s brother Ian and Duncan Gray, they have produced music together for twenty years and throughout Andrew has been an avid supporter playing their records at his shows, helping Duncan set up his Tici Taci label and generally being a good friend. Their mutual admiration for Factory Records made it an obvious place to seek inspiration for a tribute record. The influence of Factory on Andrew and Ian’s lives is difficult to overstate. They spent a fair chunk of the 80s travelling all over the country to catch the label’s artists perform. New Order were pretty much top of the list and the Factory ethos of creativity over commercialism was to become Andrew’s main drive throughout his career. Ian and Duncan have reworked New Order’s “In a Lonely Place” as a homage to Factory and the inspiration they were to a whole generation. David Holmes, Keith Tenniswood and Sean Johnston (all l12" £19.99

Jah Wobble And Marconi Union Anomic Legendary artist Jah Wobble previously of Public Image Limited ( PIL ) with Marconi Union's classic album Anomic. Previously unreleased on vinyl and will only be available as this one off pressing of 500 copies. This RSD release comes pressed on dracula red and black swirl vinyl in a sleeve redesigned for this release by the original artist with printed inner.LP £24.99

James Ray James Ray   (Coloured Vinyl) (1LP) Never released in the UK. Original was only released in the US IN 1962.LP £17.99

Jamiroquai Everybody's Going To The Moon “Everybody’s Going To The Moon”, is a limited edition 12” single for Record Store Day 2021 released in celebration of Jamiroquai co-writer Toby Smith who sadly passed away from cancer in 2017. Co-written by Toby the track has previously been unavailable on vinyl, having only been released as part of the soundtrack for the film Titan A.E. In keeping with the movie soundtrack theme, the b side features the Chillington remix of Deeper Underground (from 1998’s Godzilla movie) - also co-written written by Toby. The 180g black vinyl LP will be pressed with foil numbered sleeves. The packaging for this special release comprises a die cut outer sleeve and rainbow mirror board disco sleeve, providing an extremely striking appearance along with additional foil flourishes and words written by Jamiroquai frontman Jay Kay.12" 17.99

Jerry Dammers At The Home Organ: Demos 1980-82 RSD Exclusive  10" Black Vinyl featuring two previously unreleased home demos of Specials tracks by Jerry Dammers recorded between 1980-1982. 10" 14.99

Jesca Hoop The Deconstruction Of Jack's House Recorded in her Manchester based home-built studio in December 2020, these intimate and immediate reworkings shine the spotlight on Hoops intricate, complex song writing with her astonishing vocals front and centre ‘The Deconstruction of Jack’s House’ comes on limited edition white vinyl for Record Store Day 2021. Limited to 750 copies for the UK and IrelandLP £22.99

John Coltrane Naima / My Favorite Things The ethos behind the Major Keys label is take that originally accomplished Album masterpice and give said slice of jazz brilliance its own side of a vinyl…so following the well recived maiden release of Herbie Hancock's Chameleon/Watermelon Man, what better way than to follow up with THE king 'Trane' himself, and his seminal cut "Naima" backed with My Favourite things. Exclusively on 180g for RSD.12" £11.99

John Fogerty Blue Ridge Rangers 4-track EP - Jambalaya (On The Bayou) b/w Hearts Of StoneDouble A Side / 12" Colour - 4 tracks from the 1973 Blue Ridge Rangers album, John Fogerty's solo debut12" 15.99

John Martyn The Church With One Bell John Martyn's 1998 album, featuring songs by Randy Newman, Dead Can Dance, Ben Harper, and Portishead, amongst others. Unavailable on vinyl since its original release. Half-speed mastered from the original tapes by Miles Showell at Abbey Road and pressed on 180-gram vinyl at QRP.LP 33.99

John Prine Live At The Other End, Dec. 1975 In December 1975, Grammy Award-winning songwriter John Prine played three nights at The Other End (previously and now known as The Bitter End) in Greenwich Village, NYC. The acoustic performances featured some of his best-known songs such as ‘Angel From Montgomery’ and ‘Hello In There’, from his first four studio albums: John Prine (1971), Diamonds In The Rough (1972), Sweet Revenge (1973) and Common Sense (1975). These rare and previously unreleased solo performances—comprising two full sets—will now be made available for the first time on 2CD, exclusively for Record Store Day 2021. 4LP 76.99

Johnny Paycheck Uncovered: The First Recordings These recordings showcase Paycheck’s considerable talent long before the music world took notice. Paycheck performs songs by some of Country Music’s most iconic songwriters such as Cowboy Jack Clement, Mel Tillis, and Bill Anderson. Step back in time and listen to uncovered Country Music history. Limited to 500 copies for the UK and IrelandLP 11.99

Jon Anderson OLIAS OF SUNHILLOW Esoteric Recordings is proud to announce the Record Store Day 2021 release of a strictly limited edition newly re-mastered 180 gram vinyl LP edition of the classic debut solo album by YES vocalist JON ANDERSON, Olias of Sunhillow . Released in July 1976, the album was a conceptual work recounting the story of an alien race on a journey to find a new world following volcanic destruction on their home planet. All music on the album was written and performed by Jon Anderson and the recording took place at Anderson’s Buckinghamshire home studio whilst Yes were on hiatus following the tour to promote the album RelayerLP 29.99

Karen O & Willie Nelson Under Pressure Karen O & Willie Nelson covering the classic Queen / David Bowie track. One sided etched7" 10.99

Keane Dirt EP Featuring 4 previously un-released tracks. Lead track is ‘Dirt’ from the ‘Cause & Effect’ album recording sessions, alongside ‘Nothing To Something’ also from said sessions. ‘Dirt’ will be accompanied by a new graphical video. Track-listing as follows: 1. Dirt/ 2. Nothing To Something/3. Burning The Days (Demo)/4. November Day (Demo)12" 18.99

Kling Klang Esthetik of Destruction 500 copies on on Black vinyl. First time on vinyl for this singles compilation originally released on Rock Action in 2006. The singles are long out of print!! “It's like electronic stoner rock. Very doomy, very sabbath! Sit back and nod your head to it. I don't know what this sounds like!’ JACK OSBOURNE (review of Kling Klang’s Heavydale in Kerrang) KKKKK - Single of The Week // “I could not believe it when I saw that there was a band named Kling Klang from Liverpool. A group named after Kraftwerk's Dusseldorf studio? I had to check them out. Pounding Krautrock inspired Motorik beat, like Neu! welded to incessant Phillip Glass keyboard riffs on acid. But somehow creating their own authentic style. I had to go and say “hello” and offer them studio time. Great maverick music… Their recordings still sound amazing, and like no other band that I have heard before or since.” Andy Mccluskey, OMD // “I first heard Kling Klang when recording The Coral with Geoff Barrow (BEAK>) and we immediately loved them. Heavydale LP 22.99

KMD Mr. Hood: 30th Anniversary Edition Tri-colored vinyl. First issued in 1991. Reissued by Traffic 2004. Just went out of print - and will stay out of print until late 2021 (post-RSD). 3000 pressed , 500 for the UK. "To commemorate its 30th year Get On Down presents “Mr. Hood” in a never to be repeated tri-color pressing of the double LP. KMD (Kausing Much Damage, or a positive Kause in a Much Damaged society) was the early 90s Hip Hop group that served as a launching pad for the career of the artist we now know as MF DOOM (known during his KMD tenure as Zev Love X). In the 30 years since Mr. Hood was released so much has changed in the world and the world of Hip Hop but this recording has maintained an ageless appeal with DOOM becoming an artist of legendary statureLP £35.99

Lamb Of God As The Palaces Burn Lamb Of God's third studio album, featuring the 2010 remix and singles "Ruin, "11th Hour" and "As The Palaces Burn." Pressed on red-splatter vinyl.LP 26.99

Lillingtons (The) The Backchannel Broadcast: 20th Anniversary EditionExclusive to RSD. A Colored vinyl pressing w/ poster. Issued in 2001 and out of print on vinyl since the late 00s. 1500 pressed, 500 for the UK. The Lillingtons are best known for their catchy tunes about the paranormal, but 20 years ago they surprised us all with the release of The Backchannel Broadcast, an album of high adventure with songs about the Wild West and Russian Spies. The vinyl for this masterpiece has been outta print for 15+ years, so we figured Record Store Day 2021 was the ideal time to celebrate the anniversary. For this limited release we’re pressing the album on colored vinyl, including a retro tour posterLP 21.99

Little Esther The Warwick Singles The original rock and roll Wild Child, Esther Phillips, lives on with this limited edition 10” release of her Warwick label singles. These recordings come 60 years after their original release. Better known then as Little Esther, this record features the rare and sought after tracks Gee Baby and Wild Child, carefully remastered and reissued on heavyweight vinyl. Only 500 numbered copies availableLP 21.99

Lou Reed Set The Twilight Reeling Lou Reed’s ‘Set the Twilight Reeling’ celebrates its 25th Anniversary with a double LP pressing for the first time.  This exclusive edition, pressed on heavyweight audiophile vinyl, features 3 sides of audio with an etching on side four. Exclusively available for Record Store Day 2021, and strictly limited to 9,000 copies. 2LP 31.99

Love EVERYBODYS GOTTA LIVE (RSD 20 This special release features five of those tracks on vinyl for the first time, including three original Lee compositions that were virtually unknown before the 2015 reissue: the sweet and soulful 'You Gotta Feel It', a catchy rock-pop tune called "I Gotta Remember', and 'Do It Yourself', a blast of high-energy funk driven by Lee's strutting vocals. The EP also includes the original version of 'Everybody's Gotta Live' (recently featured in the film 'Jojo Rabbit' and covered on Mac Miller's posthumous album Circles) as well as a full-band performance of that song and an alternate take of 'Singing Cowboy'.12" 18.99

Magma Simples It would be futile, at this point in time, to sing the praises of Magma; it has become a legend. The group became successful in France very quickly and this fame soon spread abroad. Clearly Magma is one of the most influential of all French bands. They have left a legacy of music that defies any of the standard and convenient classifications of rock, operating instead in a realm of their own creation. It waits to be discovered by new converts, and continually by older fans alike. This 10 inch release of Simples combines some highly sought after older 7inches.It’s a limited numberededition of 1500 copies on blackvinyl.10" 17.99

Magpie DANCING WITH THE DEVIL (RSD 2021) Garry "Jim" Bowler, also known as "Magpie" (born 6 February 1962, Manchester, England), is an English drummer and session musician. Has worked with artistes as diverse as Hostage, Rose of Victory (ex-Blitz), replacing Simon Wright in Tora Tora (80's UK rock band), Mournblade, Mutant, Motörhead, Bernie Tormé, Würzel (Motörhead), Larry Wallis (Pink Fairies), Dennis Stratton(Iron Maiden) and many others.  Featuring Neil Murray (Hammer, Black Sabbath, Whitesnake) on bass, David Stone on keys, Frankie Aiello on vocals and the late, legendary guitarist Bernie Torm’e (whose last recording was on this track!)  Made available on the nostalgic 12” format - all in time for Record Store Day 2021 (Coloured Sleeve & Black Vinyl).LP 17.99

March Violets (The) Big Soul Kiss - The BBC Recordings Limited edition in violet vinyl double-LP - twenty-three tracks recorded for John Peel and other BBC programmes over six separate sessions, including nine unreleased songs2LP £23.99

Matt Bellamy Cryosleep Matt Bellamy releases his first physical solo piece with Cryosleep! Cryosleep is a  limited edition 12" Picture disc with a sheet music booklet. This picture disc contains ten songs, three of them being never-before-released versions of songs12" 27.99

Mayer Hawthorne Impressions LP 17.99

Michael Kamen Iron Giant eaturing 4 previously un-released tracks. Lead track is ‘Dirt’ from the ‘Cause & Effect’ album recording sessions, alongside ‘Nothing To Something’ also from said sessions. ‘Dirt’ will be accompanied by a new graphical video. Track-listing as follows: 1. Dirt/ 2. Nothing To Something/3. Burning The Days (Demo)/4. November Day (Demo)LP 33.99

Michael Schenker Group (The) Live In Manchester 1980 RSD Exclusive Limited Double Red Vinyl. This concert was previosuly a digital only release. This is new to vinyl album - and first time physically - concert is taken from the forthcoming CD Deluxe Edition of MSG's debut album 'The Michael Schenker Group'.2LP £25.99

Mike Oldfield Incantations Released in late 1978, the double album, Incantations, was Mike Oldfield’s fourth full-length release. An epic four-part suite, it looked to sources as varied as native american music, religious incanation, poetry by Ben Jonson and Longfellow and classical for its inspiration and created a piece of music that is unique and much-loved in Mike Oldfield’s canon. Previously only available as a limited edition of 500 on vinyl to celebrate the re-release of Incantations in 2011, this long unavailable and highly sought-after capture of Mike Oldfield’s 2011 mix of the album is being made available again for RSD 2021. Released with the full cooperation of Oldfield, the album features the artwork from the reissue, and is presented in pristine, ultra clear 180gm vinyl, transferred at Abbey Road.2LP £30.99

Mike Taylor Quartet PREPARATION Hand Numbered limited edition in gatefold sleeve with large format booklet.500 copies only for the UKLP 24.99

Miles Davis Miles Davis Champions From The Complete Jack Johnson SessionsMiles Davis had a deep love and respect for boxing, seeing deep parallels between “the sweet science” and his own relationship with music. One of Miles’ favorites of his own recordings was the 1971 soundtrack to the Bill Cayton documentary about Jack Johnson and he was inspired by the political and racial subtext of the legendary boxer’s saga.  Culled from the celebrated expanded project The Complete Jack Johnson Sessions released in 2003, and name-checking a number of pugilistic legends (“Ali,” “Sugar Ray,” “Duran,” “Johnny Bratton”), these funk-infused recordings rock harder than anything that Miles put to tape. Featuring a sterling line-up of musicians (Wayne Shorter, John McLaughlin, Dave Holland, Keith Jarrett, Herbie Hancock, Jack DeJohnette, Billy Cobham) and a legendary cover photo of Miles in the ring captured by Jim Marshall, the release finds this music issued on vinyl (in brilliant yellow) for general release for the first time ever. £1 from the retail price of each copy will be donated to War ChiLP 27.99

Millie My Boy Lollipop Millie Small was a Jamaican singer and songwriter, best known for this 1964 recording of “My Boy Lollipop”, which reached number two in both the UK Singles Chart and the US Billboard Hot 100. The Caribbean’s first international recording star, and its most successful female performer, she sadly passed away in May 2020 “My Boy Lollipop” has sold over 7m copies worldwide and is here reissued as a replica of the original UK picture sleeve but with altered colour palette and original pink Island label.7" 10.99

Morricone Youth The Lodger : A Story Of The London Fog Years in the making – "The Lodger: A Story Of The London Fog" was composed for a live scoring of Alfred Hitchcock's 1927 British silent film classic about the search for a "Jack the Ripper"-like serial killer on the loose in London.  The score was first performed live at the Brooklyn Academy of Music on Halloween Night 2013 and recorded from 2016 to 2020LP 26.99

Mötley Crüe 40th Anniversary Exclusive Boxset Celebrating MötleyCrüe's 40th anniversary with an exclusive cassette box set containing the band's legendary albums 'Too Fast For Love', 'Shout At The Devil', 'Girls GirlsGirls', Theatre Of Pain' and 'Dr Feelgood'.Box 75.99

Mr. Big LEAN INTO IT 30th Anniversary of the American Rock Superband's most popular album Lean Into It. First time available in Limited Numbered Edition Coloured 180 gram Vinyl. Released in 1991, Lean Into It, is the million-selling second studio album by Mr. Big (Paul Gilbert, Eric Martin, Billy Sheehan and Pat Torpey).LP 34.99

Mungo's Hi Fi Antidote Dub, the breaking down and rebuilding of the reggae rhythm, is a uniquely restorative music. And it is with this in mind, that Mungo’s Hi Fi have created their latest long-playing release. Antidote is a ten-track album of dub remixes to existing and yet to be released Mungo’s produced anthems: inspired by dub pioneers such as King Tubby, Scientist and Errol Thompson, crafted with a futuristic edge. This is an album designed for inner reflection, non-physical travel and communion with nature. In short, it’s an Antidote to all the stress and restriction of modern life.LP 17.99

New Age Orchestra Lets Dream Together Music For Dreams are proud to release the seminal record ‘Lets Dream Together’ by The New Age Orchestra.Danish DJ legend and Club Entrepreneur Kenneth Bager has been digging in the lost archives for the sought after “Let’s Dream Together” by The New Age Orchestra from 1989. Originally a single sided promo - 50 copies made. Re-Discovered in 2013 by Young Marco and Red Light Records Crew, the demand started and Music For Dreams/ Kenneth Bager has never received so many requests for a file or a copy of the original vinyl. More than 20 labels have shown an interest in doing a re-issue. 12" £19.99

Pandella Kelly Stand In For Love / Love's Needed Quite simply, this is one of the rarest records in the world right now. Literally less than a handful of copies and we're talking multi-thousand megabucks to anyone that can prise this out of any long-term collectors box. Good luck with that. Produced by the O'Jay's, written by Eddie Levert and released on the tiny Horoscope label, this is a Soulful work of art which completely justifies it's price. Now available on the original label for everyone to have a chance at owning this masterpiece. A 50th year anniversary release for RSD.7" 10.99



Pearl Jam Alive 12" Vinyl single with etching on one side. 2021 marks the 30th anniversary of Pearl Jam’s iconic debut album ‘Ten’. “Alive” was the first single off the album and 30 years later it’s being reissued as 12” vinyl single. The 12” features the original promo single version of “Alive” plus three rare b-sides: “Wash”, “Dirty Frank” and the Beatles’ cover “I’ve Got A Feeling”, which is currently not available anywhere else. All four tracks are included on side A while side B contains an etching of the band’s ‘Stick Man’ logo.12" 19.99

Pipettes (The) We Are The Pipettes The Pipettes reissue their beloved debut album "We Are The Pipettes" on limited edition polka dot vinyl to mark the album's 15 year anniversary.  Back on vinyl for the first time since its original release, the record sounds as fresh, funny and filthy as it did on it’s release. Whether it’s the string-drenched, four to the floor, call to the dance-floor clarion call of Pull Shapes or the lonesome melancholy of A Winter’s Sky, it’s a record full of the joys and the pains of youth. Limited to 600 copies for the UK and Ireland.LP 24.99

Purple Disco Machine Soulmatic A limited edition re-issue of crossover dance superterstars debut album Soulmatic for RSD excluisively on Gold Vinyl. Featuring PDM hits, Music in You, Body Funk, Love For Days, the Faithless collab on 'Let The Music Play', CeeLo Green fronted 'Pray For Me' alongside super hit 'Devil in me'. Original copies from only 4 years ago will set you back £150-£4002LP 26.99

PVRIS Use Me 5 track EP on coke bottle clear vinyl, Features the bonus tracks from the digital deluxe album including ‘Thank You’ feat Raye and remixes of tracks from the Use Me album. Not previously on vinyl or CD.12" 17.99

Qasim Naqvi CHRONOLOGY July 17 will see the much-treasured analog synthesizer suite Chronology by Pakistani-American composer and drummer of the cult trio Dawn of Midi, Qasim Naqvi, finally receiving a worldwide vinyl release on Record Store Day 2021. Originally conceived only digitally in 2016, Chronology was Qasim’s first release of electronic music. Having been in the world of improvised and classical music up to this point, it seemed only fitting for Naqvi’s inaugural electronic music album to be made exclusively on a malfunctioning synthesizer — an old Moog Model D. Leaving the abundant options of a computer behind. Transparent Vinyl. 500 copies UKLP 23.99

Queen + Adam Lambert Live Around The World EP Following on from the success of Queen + Adam Lambert’s UK Number 1 album ‘Live Around The World’, USM / EMI will release a Record Store Day 2021 exclusive 12″ EP featuring 4 tracks from the album, plus a 5th unreleased version of ‘I Want It All’ live from Summer Sonic, Tokyo, Japan, 2014. The track was not featured on ‘Live Around The World’ and will be exclusive to this limited edition COLOUR vinyl (colour TBC). Please note – the artwork is not final.1 x 12″ 180g heavyweight COLOUR vinyl in spined sleeve with polylined inner bag (exact colour TBC)Includes ‘I Want It All (Summer Sonic, Tokyo, Japan, 2014)’ NOT PREVIOUSLY RELEASED on ‘Live Around The World’ Limited Edition12" £19.99

R. Stevie Moore Freedom Vs Fate This triple album Freedom vs Fate showcases the man and his many talents. 3LP 26.99

R. Stevie Moore R. STEVIE MOORE ON EARTH (BLK/PINK SPLATTER) (RSD 2021)Strictly limited edition pressing presented as a Double gatefold LP on Blk/Baby Pink Splatter vinyl with Hype Sticker!  Since 1966 RSM has recorded nearly 2,000 songs on over 400 very original homemade double albums of alarmingly idiosyncratic variety and styles, often considered a seminal pioneer in the DIY ethic  New York Times article referenced Moore as the progenitor of "bedroom pop"2LP 35.99

Ramones Triple J Live at the Wireless Ramones: triple J Live at the Wireless Capitol Theatre, Sydney, Australia, July 8, 1980' is a previously unissued live radio broadcast from the  legendary NYC punk rockers Ramones. The famed performance - recorded in Australia during their 1980 End Of The Century tour - contains 23 tracks, many of which are rare songs from the album that did not remain in their sets following this tour.  Pressed on 180gram vinyl and strictly Limited to 13000 copies worldwide , exclusively for Record Store Day 2021. LP 19.99

Richard Pryor Ricahrd Pryor [Picutre Disc] Picture disc LP  Released initially on CD only 1st time as a picture disc no download card, not numbered • Expanded edition of legendary comic’s landmark debut • 21 bonus tracks include outtakes & sketches originally left off the release • New liner notes from Scott Saul, author of <em>Becoming Richard Pryor</em> • Released with full cooperation from the Richard Pryor Estate “What you hold in your hands is something precious: both the landmark debut that was, and the piece of cultural dynamite that might have been. In its original form, Richard Pryor alerted the world that Pryor had stepped out of Bill Cosby’s long shadow and developed a style—surreal, nervy, improvisational—that was all his own.” From the liner notes by Scott Saul (Becoming Richard Pryor) Originally released in 1968, Richard Pryor’s cover art (shot by legendary photographer Henry Diltz) should have been enough to let the buyer know this was not your average comedy release. Pryor was at a career crossroads that year, when the earliest tracks LP 24.99

Rolling Stones (The) Hot Rocks (1971) Exclusive limited edition reissue for Record Store Day – celebrating the 50th anniversary of this landmark release This Iconic Rock collection is a must-have release by the ‘world’s greatest rock and roll band’…!! Originally released in 1971, this indispensable 21-track, collection features five UK number one singles – (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction, Jumpin’ Jack Flash, Get Off Of My Cloud, Honky Tonk Women, and Paint It, Black. Hot Rocks offers a thrilling overview of seven tumultuous, trailblazing and innovative years of Stones’ hits and also their developing musical styles and their public image. Alongside the singles are key album tracks and B-sides that would become Fan Favourites to this day – Play With Fire, Under My Thumb, Street Fighting Man, Gimme Shelter and more. This unique new package features: Original gatefold art , Printed inner bags, A set of embossed lithographs featuring photographs by Michael Joseph, Pressed on 180 gram, yellow vinyl, Remastered by Bob Ludwig, Gateway Mastering, Lacquer cu2LP 42.99

Rory Gallagher Cleveland Calling pt.2 For Record Store Day 2021, ‘Cleveland Calling PT. 2’ is an unreleased radio session recovered from the depths of the Rory Gallagher archives. This recording features Rory and his band playing 7 songs live in an empty Cleveland Agora venue for WNCR Radio. This release follows the RSD 2020 release ‘Cleveland Calling’ (No.2 on the Billboard Blues chart) which was an acoustic session also recorded by WNCR during the same 1972 US tour.LP 18.99

Roy Hargrove & Mulgrew Miller In Harmony Limited-edition 180-gm 2LP gatefold set mastered by Kevin Gray at Cohearent Audio, cut at 33 1/3 RPM and pressed at Record Technology, Inc. (RTI) Exclusive LP release for Record Store Day 2021. Limited to 250 copies for the UK and Ireland.LP 38.99

Saigon GREATEST STORY NEVER TOLD Just Blaze-produced album 'The Greatest Story Never Told' was compared by some to hip-hop classics like Nas' 'Illmatic,' and is available for the first time on vinyl. 2LP in gatefold jacket.LP 19.99

Saints (The) The Most Primitive Band In The World (Live From The Twilight Zone, Brisbane 1974)limited Pink Vinyl LP 26.99

Sammy Hagar Heavy Metal b/w Little White Lies (live) Live version of Sammy's classic "Heavy Metal" in honor of the 40th anniversay of the Heavy Metal Soundtrack12" 15.99

Section 25     From The Hip Factory Benelux presents a limited edition triple vinyl remaster of From The Hip, the pioneering 1984 electro album by cult Factory Records group Section 25, produced by Bernard Sumner of New Order.Pressed on orange, blue and silver vinyl, the set is limited to 800 copies only (Non-Returnable) and housed in a deluxe trifold sleeve reproducing the original iconic cover art by Trevor Key and Peter Saville, which features the cryptic colour-coding favoured by Saville at that time.3LP 38.99

Selecter (The) Live In Coventry '79 RSD Exclusive Limited Edition Clear Vinyl.  This previously unreleased concert is featured in the recently released Deluxe Edition CD Box Set of the band's Too Much Pressure album. This recording makes it's vinyl debut.LP 22.99

Senses Fail Let It Enfold You Orange & black marble vinyl 500 UK Released via Hassle Records for the UK/EU, in conjunction with Vagrant Records to celebrate their 25th Anniversary. Pressed for the first time in five years.12" 22.99

Shintaro Sakamoto The Feeling Of Love Shintaro Sakamoto, the former frontman of legendary psych/rock band Yura Yura Teikoku, is a Japanese music composer, producer, writer and singer based in Tokyo. New 12-inch EP is the latest release on Records Store Day 2021, a collection of his new songs recorded during the pandemic, available on vinyl.12" 13.99

Sinéad O'Connor Live In Rotterdam EP RSD Exclusive Limited Edition. This release is an extract from a previosuly unreleased live concert from a forthcoming 30th Anniversary box set of the album 'I Do Not Want'12" 14.99

Sisters Of Mercy (The) BBC Sessions 1982-1984 BBC Sessions 1982-1984 features three BBC sessions which have never been available physically before. Two of the sessions were with admired radio broadcaster John Peel. Includes early versions of the singles ‘Walk Away’ and ‘No Time To Cry’ that would end up on their debut ‘First And Last And Always’. Includes covers of The Stooges ‘1969’, Dolly Parton’s ‘Jolene’ & Hot Chocolate’s ‘Emma’. This title charts their earliest days as an indie band in 1982 to the time they signed to Warner Records in 1984. It will all be available on Smoky vinyl. TRACKLISTING Side One - John Peel Session 1982:  1. 1969, 2. Alice, 3. Good Things, 4. Floor Show Side Two - David “Kid” Jensen Session 1983:  1. Heartland, 2. Jolene, 3. Valentine, 4. Burn Side Three - John Peel Session 1984:  1. Walk Away, 2. Poison Door, 3. No Time To Cry, 4. Emma2LP 39.99

six by seven The Way I Feel Today 500 heavyweight double coloured vinyl set (Blue & Pinky Red). Released in 2002 on Beggars Banquet, this was by far the best selling six by seven album largely due to the success of the single IOU Love, which reached number 42 in the UK charts. The album was recorded live at Rockfield Studios and mixed by Sean Slade and Paul Kolderie at Q-Division in Boston. The album is a monolithic slab of guitar rock, the type of which only six by seven could create at this timLP 25.99

Soen The Undiscovered Lotus 1x 12" vinyl housed in a sleeve with 2 opposite fronts/covers with the captivating album cover artwork from 'Lotus' and 'Lykaia Revisited'. Side A: All unreleased tracks never available before. Side B: All tracks never available on vinyl format. Track listing: 1A) EMDR 2A)Thurifer 3A) Virtue/ 1B) Sectarian (Live in Lisbon) 2B) Jinn (Live in Lisbon) 3B) Lucidity (Live in Rome)LP 27.99

Someone's Band SOMEONE'S BAND Swiftly recorded by an independent production company and licensed to Decca for a tiny pressing in September 1970, this London quintet’s superb collection of bluesy progressive rock has become one of the rarest and most sought-after LPs of the period. This is its first ever vinyl reissue, complete with an insert containing images and background notes. Numbered Sleeve with insert. Only 500 copies for the UK.LP 24.99

Soundtrack Aliens - Original Soundtrack (35th Anniversary Edition)One of the great science fiction franchises of all-time. The long out of print original soundtrack gets a fresh reboot on "Acid-Blood" Yellow-Green vinyl for it's 35th anniversary. Soundtrack composed by the great James Horner, (Titantic, Avatar, Beautiful Mind), and features the original Sigourney Weaver key art and original film stillsLP 26.99

Soundtrack Audrey Double White Vinyl Limited Numbered Edition 2020 saw the release of the critically acclaimed “Audrey”, a documentary film taking an intimate look at Audrey Hepburn’s lifewith access to never-before-seen footage from herfamily’s personal collection,and produced by the multi award-winning team behind“McQueen” and “Churchill”. The soundtrack was composed by Alex Somers, an American composer and producer who has written and collaborated on soundtracks including “We Bought A Zoo”, “How To Train Your Dragon Trilogy”, “Aloha”, “The Circle”, “Captain Fantastic”, “Shia LaBeouf's Honey Boy” and Taylor Swift's Netflix original documentary “Miss Americana”. His work was first noticed in 2009 with Riceboy Sleeps, his ambient album collaboration with partnerJónsi (SigurRós). Following “Riceboy Sleeps”, Alex co-produced Jónsi’s 2010 debut solo album “Go”. Hethen opened his own recording studio in Reykjavík where he co-produced and mixed SigurRós’ 2013album “Valtari”, and continued to collaborate with artists Jónsi, Julianna2LP 26.99

Soundtrack Eternal Sunshine Of The Spotless Mind (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)IMPORT Written by Charlie Kaufman and directed by Michel Gondry, the 2004 movie follows an estranged couple (Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet) who have erased each other from their memories. The soundtrack features score, composed by Los Angeles musician Jon Brion, as well as songs from artists E.L.O., The Polyphonic Spree, The Willowz, and Don Nelson. Beck, in a collaboration with Jon Brion, provides a cover version of the Korgis' "Everybody's Got to Learn Sometime". Jon Brion has composed music for numerous motion pictures, including Magnolia, Synecdoche New York, and Lady Bird. Orange Swirl 2LP.1. Theme - Performed by Jon Brion 2. Mr. Blue Sky - Performed by ELO 3. Collecting Things - Performed by Jon Brion 4. Light & Day - Performed by The Polyphonic Spree 5. Bookstore - Performed by Jon Brion 6. Section 2 (It's The Sun) (KCRW) - Performed by The Polyphonic Spree 7. Wada Na Tod - Performed by Lata Mangeshkar 8. Showtime - Performed by Jon Brion 9. Everybody's Gotta Learn Sometimes - Performed by Beck 10. SidewLP 42.99

Soundtrack Naakt Over De Schutting (Naked Over The Fence)  Music By Ruud BosNaakt Over De Schutting (Naked Over The Fence),the 1973 movie featuring Dutch actors Rijk de Gooyer, Jon Bluming, Sylvia Kristel and Ko van Dijk, was loosely based on a book written by Rinus Ferdinandusse.Described as a “sriller” (sarcastic thriller) this obscure B-movie was directed by Frans Weisz. Itfeatures a silly plot, a comic karate fight and a not-so spectacular tram chase all the way to Artis Zoo, Amsterdam The soundtrack is fantastic, it features 16 tracks in a blend of jazz-funk, easy-listening, soul-jazz and vocal pop-rock. It was composed by Ruud Bos, oneof the best Dutch composers for soundtracks. He wrote, arranged and composed stunning tracks for this very sought-after album. Standout tracks “Get It Now”, “Model Session”, and especially “Naked Plus”, with tight drumming, piano-chords & walking bass, are great examples of the sexploitation, jazz-funk and breaks style, and are sampled and used by many hip hop artists. The odd man out is the single “Hey, A Letter Came Today” sung by Sylvia KristelLP 23.99

Soundtrack Oceans Eleven - MUSIC FROM THE MOTION PICTUREFor its vinyl debut on its 20th anniversary, Real Gone Music is spinning this platter the only way it could be spun: on cornetto, red and black "roulette wheel" vinyl limited to 2500 copies. Comes inside a jacket and printed inner sleeve sporting production stills. RSD shoppers, place your bets!LP 37.99

Soundtrack Possum OST - The Radiophonic Workshop LP 26.99

Soundtrack The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)IMPORT The soundtrack includes several instrumental pieces by Australian composer Sven Libaek. Songs include original David Bowie recordings, Bowie covers by Seu Jorge, and two songs – "Search and Destroy" by The Stooges, and "Gut Feeling" by Devo, that had been produced or co-produced by Bowie. Although Anderson worked with Devo cofounder Mark Mothersbaugh for the soundtrack for this and all of his prior movies, this soundtrack marks the first time one of Devo's songs, "Gut Feeling," was used in a Wes Anderson film. Mothersbaugh's Devo bandmate Bob Casale (aka "Bob 2") co-produced the soundtrack with Mothersbaugh. Cerulean Blue 2LP.LP 42.99

Soundtrack The Matrix - The Complete Edition The science fiction masterpiece has captured the imagination of another generation with news of a new Matrix film.  This deluxe 3-LP set is pressed on glitter-infused green vinyl, expanded to 44 tracks and housed in a stunning new art design.  Also included are classic film stills and an exclusive new interview with composer, Don Davis3LP 67.99

Soundtrack (Ennio Morricone) Il bandito dagli occhi azzurri This exclusive Record Store Day Limited Edition of Morricone's score to "The Blue-eyed Bandit" has been remastered from the original tapes, preserved in the historical CAM Sugar archives, presented on transparent blue vinyl with new original artwork designed by Eric Adrian Lee, featuring liner notes by Italian poliziotteschi star Franco Nero & Morricone’s jazz pianist Enrico Pieranunzi. One of the very rare chances, and quite possibly the only chance to listen to the genius of Ennio Morricone engaging with the musical world of jazz. His soundtrack for the film The Blue-Eyed Bandit (Il Bandito Dagli Occhi Azzuri by Alfredo Giannetti, 1980) is marked by a relentless rhythm that perfectly matches the atmosphere of the film. The film was shot in Genoa – one of the most iconic cities of the Italian detective (poliziottesco) film genre – and stars Franco Nero, one of the leading stars of the whole genre.The main theme, Città Viva, is a vibrant and metropolitan piece, beautifully arranged for big band + trio of soloLP 22.99

Soundtrack (Harold Budd) I Know This Much Is True (Music From The HBO Series) LP 31.99

Soundtrack (John Carpenter) Ghost of Mars John Carpenter recruited an unbelievable cast of musicians to record the soundtrack to this Sci-fi Horror film starring Ice Cube and Natasha Henstridge.  Steve Vai, most of Anthrax, (including Scott Ian), Elliot Eason of The Cars, Buckethead and Robin Finck of NIN and Guns and Roses are among the featured players.  This soundtrack is apocolyptic and an important mark in John Carpenter's unparalleled career as a Director/Composer.  Released in conjunction with the film's 20th anniversary on "Red Planet" vinyl.LP 24.99

Soundtrack (Tangerine Dream) The Keep Soundtrack Tangerine Dream’s soundtrack to the 1983 Michal Mann film The Keep on vinyl for the first time. Finally getting its official release as part of the band’s boxset Pilots Of Purple Twilight in 2020 UMC are pleased to offer this as part Record Store Day 2021. The second movie Tangerine Dream scored for Michael Mann deserves a book on its own, given the almost mythical status that fans worldwide have attributed to the work for over 35 years. The story is as follows: after Tangerine Dream delivered the master tapes for The Keep album in November 1983, Virgin planned a world wide release for February 1984, but this was scrapped in December 1983 when it appeared that the movie was a box office flop in the United States. Up to that point, not one copy on vinyl (including test pressings) had been made, as the master tapes had not yet been prepared for a ‘EQ production copy’, which is a correctly equalised tape specifically for a vinyl and cassette release. While Virgin held copyright, the original master tapes were shLP 20.99

Spookey Friends / On The Rocks To celebrate 40 years since the original release of this Brit-Funk classic featuring Marvin Gaye, Satril are re-issuing this single on shiny heavyweight coloured vinyl complete with remastered 7” and 12” mixes of both A and B-side tracks by Spookey. Originally released in 1981 on the Satril label, this is one of the rare projects featuring Marvin Gaye recorded during his European tax exile, and released only one year before he landed success with the 1982 single “Sexual Healing”. A rare piece of British dance history. Only 750 numbered copies available12" 17.99

Squid Near The Westway 12" 15.99

St. Vincent  Piggy Double A Side Single - Exclusive physical availability of St Vincent’s cover of Nine Inch Nails classic “Piggy” - cover features Dave Grohl on drums.7" 13.99

Steve Reid Ensemble feat. Kieran Hebden Spirit Walk LP 33.99

Sun Dragon Green Tambourine never reissued as a cd Incredibly rare 1968 psychedelic pop lost album with original pressings selling for well over 500 pounds includes Ritchie Blackmore, Jon Lord, and Ian Paice of Deep Purple. The album features the cult pysch classic track 'Five White Horses' This is a one off pressing of 500 copies with reconstructed artwork from the original sleeve as a digipak.CD 13.99

Sun Dragon Green Tambourine Never reissued on vinyl Incredibly rare 1968 psychedelic pop lost album with original pressings selling for well over 500 pounds includes Ritchie Blackmore, Jon Lord, and Ian Paice of Deep Purple. The album features the cult pysch classic track 'Five White Horses' This is a one off pressing of 1000 copies on transparent green vinyl with reconstructed artwork from the original sleeveLP 21.99

Sweet (The) Platinum Rare Platinum Rare captures the four founding and original members of the legendary Glam/Hard Rock band The SWEET. This rare collection comes from the personal vault of Sweet lead guitarist Andy Scott. Sweet fans world wide will be amazed by the rarity of the alternate takes and mixes. Many of these listed tracks never saw the light of day on any SWEET release which will make this collection incredibly in demand for the starving classic SWEET/Vinyl collector looking for more rarities. This is a must have for any glam/hard rock collector. Ballroom Blitz (Rough Mix) IDC Jam Midnight to daylight (Outtake) Show Me The Way (Alternative Mix) Log One (That Girl) (Brian Vox) Cover Girl (Band Demo) Love Is Like Oxygen (Instrumental) Windy City (Band Demo) Falling In Love Yesterday's Hero Live For Today (Rough Mix) New Shoes Rebel Rouser (Rough Mix) Fire Engine Blockbuster (Rough Mix) Play All Night (Brian Vox) Strong Love (Outtake) Teenage Rampage (Rough Mix) California Nights (Band Demo) Hellraiser (Rough Mix) Where Do We2LP 30.99

Swollen Members TEN YEARS OF TURMOIL Ten Years of Turmoil Greatest Hits LP, which has never been released on vinyl previously. 2021 marks the band's 20-year anniversaryLP £19.99

TAD INHALER Only out on LP for a heartbeat upon its initial release, and never reissued since, Inhaler comes in tan with black and red swirl "Mutt Mix" vinyl limited to 3000 copies for Record Store DayLP 34.99

Terrace Martin, Robert Glasper, 9th Wonder, & Kamasi Washington    Dinner Party: Dessert The Vinyl will be a picture disc of a cake , Dinner Party is the super-group of Terrace Martin, Robert Glasper, 9th Wonder, & Kamasi Washington, a collection of some of Hip-Hop’s finest current producers and contributors. With 14 GRAMMY Nominations between the group, Dinner Party utilizes the strengths of each musician seamlessly, blending their styles to create something soulful for these trying times. Following the highly acclaimed release of the self-titled album, Dinner Party releases the followup, Dinner Party: Dessert. The album builds on the mostly instrumental tracks released in the previous version, with heavyweight vocal features from Snoop Dogg, Cordae, Buddy, Reuben vincent, Herbie Hancock, Rapsody, Bilal, & Tarriona Tank Ball.LP 17.99

Thai Elephant Orchestra THAI ELEPHANT ORCHESTRA (RSD 2 RSD 2021 LP Includes a Bonus 7" + Liner Notes by Richard Lair [w/ download card]LP 25.99

Thrice To Be Everywhere Is To Be Nowhere Opaque blue vinyl with multicolour splatter. 1000 UK Released via Hassle Records for the UK/EU, in conjunction with Vagrant Records to celebrate their 25th Anniversary. Re-pressed for the first time since the record's original release.12" 24.99

Toby Redd In The Light Red vinyl. 1000 UK  Red Hot Chili Peppers fans are going to love this rare and recently discovered audio gem. Legendary Red Hot Chili Pepper drummer, Chad Smith hammers out on the skins in his pre-chili pepper Detroit based band Toby Redd. Toby Redd, was a fan favorite in the Midwest headlining larger club venues and festivals during the mid 80s. The LP “In The Light” from 1987 features a fan favorite that received its share of radio play “Every time I Run” This Record Day exclusive comes on red vinyl to celebrate one of the greatest bands to emerge out of the Motor City in the 1980s. A must for any Red Hot Chili Pepper Fan!LP 18.99

Tom Moulton Spring Break A red vinyl 12” release of two of Tom Moulton’s biggest cuts "Bus Stop" and "(Do The) Spanish Hustle" by the Fatback Band, in a printed see through Printed plastic sleeve.12" £19.99

TV Smith & Richard Strange 1978 500 pressed on transparent red vinyl, gatefold sleeve with lyric inner sleeve and DL card. The tracks on this album have never been officially released before now. The eight songs on this album were recorded in 1978 on a 2-track stereo Revox A77 tape recorder. The recordings are unashamedly analogue, using one microphone and guitars plugged directly into the tape recorder. Bouncing down tracks irreversibly as they went on, forced to make creative decisions that could not be undone. Some hard choices had to be made with the mix, but with no record company meant no record company agenda. TV Smith and Richard Strange could write and record whatever they wanted – and did! It has been an enormous pleasure to rediscover these recordings, the result of a friendship of two artists emerging from broken bands and each about to embark on a lifelong adventure in words and music. TV SMITH - I wasn’t having a lot of fun in 1978 when Richard asked me to collaborate on a song he was writing called “Summer Fun.” I was in the LP £19.99

Various Artists BROWN ACID: TEN HEAVY HITS VOL: 1 In the span of just 5 years, we’ve released 10 editions of the Brown Acid series, all of them packed with brilliant long-lost, rare, and unreleased hard rock, heavy psych, and proto-metal tracks from the 60s-70s. With so much essential material to choose from, if you’re on a limited budget or you don’t know where to start, this record is for you! We’ve collected 10 powerful tracks, one from each edition, here to provide your first dose. We know you’ll be back for more.With each Trip, we unearth even more incredible bangers that somehow eluded popularity in their day For every classic rock mainstay like Black Sabbath and Grand Funk Railroad, there’s hundreds of great bands who, for a variety of reasons, were previously lost to the sands of time. Brown Acid seeks to rectify that, with all tracks painstakingly licensed legitimately and ensuring that the original artists are paid. As the series editions grow higher into the double digits, here’s a quick lysergic drop to get you up to speed. Opaque light blue vinyLP £25.99

Various Artists ERASED TAPES 20 . .  0  Erased Tapes release the results of their 20･･－－－0 project on June 12th 2021."Especially in this time of isolation we need to remind ourselves of the importance of art, just how magical a medium sound is to express, to raise and answer question marks, to open and mend the soul… it’s the most universally speaking of all languages as it knows no borders." At a time of global separation, Erased Tapes founder and sonic explorer Robert Raths stitched together a project putting what is most important at the forefront — connection. This collection of works by undisclosed artists from the roster gives space and time to appreciate art at its most honest. By shedding the information noise usually attached to release cycles and by bringing music back to the magic of sound, we're presented with an opportunity for exploration when we need it most. Robert spoke to Mary Anne Hobbs of BBC 6Music about how releasing music without revealing its origin through the 20 ･･－－0 morse code series enabled him to share what him and the2LP 26.99

Various Artists in Bed With Marina Celebrating its 25th anniversary, this classic Marina compilation from 1996 makes its first appearance on vinyl. Packaged in a deluxe gatefold cover, In Bed With Marina features track-by-track notes, lots of photographs, two vinyl-only bonus cuts and a gorgeous poster.2LP 27.99

Various Artists May The Circle Remain Unbroken: A Tribute To Roky EricksonPressed on special RSD color wax.* Includes bonus limited edition flexi of an ultra rare recording performed by Roky Erickson.Texan Roky Erickson was one of the true mind-blowing pioneers of psychedelic music. The original leader of the Austin-based 13th Floor Elevators formed in 1965, Erickson and band invented a brand new style or rock & roll, one that was slightly unhinged while it explored the consciousness-expanding influence of LSD on music. After three years, the group imploded with mental issues and legal challenges, ending with Erickson being incarcerated for several years in the Hospital for the Criminally Insane in Rusk, Texas. When he was released in the early '70s the musician continued on his own trail, recording songs that had come to him in his far-flung cerebral wanderings. Erickson, who passed away May 31, 2019, is now celebrated on this 12-track tribute to one of the most original rockers ever. LP 33.99

Various Artists Sassy And Strong: Forgotten Sides From Nashville's Finest Ladies (1967-1973)EU/UK RSD 2021 Exclusive.* Limited Edition Deluxe Gatefold LP with exclusive scholarly liner notes by Alvin Lucia.* Full dynamic range 2021 remasters direct from the first generation analogue master tapes.* Limited Edition 500 LPs - 250 'Nashville Gold' Gold LPs! / 250 'Black Pearl' Black LPs! (randomly inserted) LP 33.99

Various Artists Soul Jazz - FUNK 70 - Collectors 7” Box Set. 5 Bespoke original 1970s Funk 45s 7" 38.99

Various Artists Soul Jazz - Studio One Ska Fire! Collectors 7" Box SetSoul Jazz Records are releasing Studio One Ska Fire Box Set, a limited-edition one-off pressing exclusive for Record Store Day 2021, collectors seven-inch box set featuring 10 amazing and super-rare Studio One ska tracks on five 7” singles, all produced here in deluxe hard form box each single with separate inner sleeves. Featuring The Skatalites, Lee Perry, Toots and the Maytals, Bob Marley and The Wailers, Don Drummond, Jackie Opel, Derrick Morgan, The Ethiopians and more – a who’s who of the biggest names in reggae history! Rare and classic original ska tracks from Jamaica's no.1 record label, all recorded by Clement ‘Sir Coxsone’ Dodd at Studio One Records. All tracks have been digitally remastered and the singles come housed in a thick, heavyweight card box. 5x7” boxset, one-off pressing, exclusively for Record Store Day. Limited to 750 copies for the UK and Ireland.Box 35.99

Various Artists Soul Jazz - STUDIO ONE SOUL LP 33.99

Various Artists Too Slow To Disco presents: YACHT SOUL – Cover VersionsYellow & orange vinyl 180g LP. Comes in a gatefold sleeve with extended liner notes and contains download code. Limited to 1500 units for the world.2LP 26.99



Various Artists Trashmouth Records.. 10 years Still Not DeadTrashmouth Records.. 10 years Still Not Dead marks the 10th aniversary of the inception of the Trashmouth experiment and features remixes of some of the labels favorite tracks and artists.. The LP will of course be pressed on the finest affordable, luxurious fake-gold vinyl & encompass a visual history of the label within its artwork, featuring photographs of the now legendary Trashmouth nights at the Brixton Windmill, where bands bitched & bonded, blood, booze & tears were spilled in almost equal measure & the seeds of a small corner of modern musical history were inadvertently sewn.12" 15.99

Various Artists You Can't Sit Down: Cameo Parkway Dance CrazesA crazy 22-track collection containing some of the biggest dance craze hits from the Philadelphia label that got the world dancing in the early 1960sIncludes tracks by Cameo Parkway’s biggest stars: Chubby Checker, Bobby Rydell, Dee Dee Sharp, The Orlons and The Dovells as well as R&B greats Don Covay and The Turbans. Twelve Top 40 hits including three number 1 chart toppers!Chubby Checker’s original hit version of “The Twist,” which has the distinction of being the only single of the rock era to reach number 1 twice in two consecutive years, is included. Features an essay by acclaimed rock & roll and R&B historian John Broven. Mastered from the original master tapes from ABKCO’s Cameo Parkway archiveBespoke printed inner bags including extensive liner notes and period photos2LP £30.99

Various Artists You Flexi Thing Vol 8: X-Ray Flex Volume 8 of Repeat Records flexi disc series featuring bands from East Anglia and South Wales.Four tracks including new material from The Darling Buds, Tom Emlyn (of Swansea's Bandicoot), Cambridge sixth form students The Monoliths, and Colchester's The Verdicts.7" 4.99

Various Artists You Got The Power: Cameo Parkway Northern Soul 1964-1967An exceptional 20-track collection compiling some of the most sought-after soul and R&B records from Philadelphia’s Cameo, Parkway and Fairmount labels, which were popular during the late 1960s/early 1970s Northern Soul club scene. Includes rare tracks that sell in the thousands at record fairs and on eBay when found in their original 45 RPM vinyl single format, some of which were only released as white label promotional copies. Features soul and R&B recordings by label mainstays Chubby Checker, The Orlons, Bunny Sigler, Eddie Holman, Lonnie Youngblood and Evie Sands as well as seminal recordings by Yvonne Baker, Christine Cooper, Bobby Paris, Jerry Jackson, Vickie Baines and future R&B hitmaker Frankie Beverly. These recordings feature some of the great Philly Soul and New York production teams of the mid-1960s: Gamble & Huff; Thom Bell; Jerry Ross & Kenny Gamble; Chip Taylor & Al Gorgoni; Sal Trimachi & Ritchie Cordell; John Madara, Dave White & Leon Huff; Weldon McDougal III, Luther Randolph & Johnny Stile2LP £30.99

Vaughan Mason Bounce, Rock, Skate, Roll One of the heaviest roller disco jams out there, Vaughan Mason and Crew disco funk classic ‘Bounce, Rock, Skate, Roll’ reached #5 on the US Billboard Hot Soul Singles back in ’79. It later went on to be sampled by countless producers including Daft Punk and A Tribe Called Quest for it’s ‘Good Times’ inspired bassline and killer drum breaks.  Pressed on 7" for the first time since '79! housed in the inconic Brunswick paper sleeve7" 10.99

Vince Guaraldi Trio Baseball Theme The first ever 7" release of the Vince Guaraldi Trio classic, "Baseball Theme," from Jazz Impressions Of A Boy Named Charlie Brown.  Includes the original 1964 soundtrack version and an alternate studio take. Pressed on white vinyl and housed in a jacket featuring baseball images of Charlie Brown and Snoopy.7" £14.99

Wailing Souls WAILING 1981 Linval Thompson production, featuring the gold-standard combo of the Roots Radics band and engineer Scientist. This first-time vinyl reissue is expanded in a gatefold sleeve for 40th anniversary with rare and unpublished Adrian Boot photos, extensive liner notes from Michael Veal and Carter Van Pelt, included on printed inner sleeves with remastered, deep groove 12-inch mixes from the same period, "Take We Back" and "Take A Taste." Pressed on white translucent vinyl and VP's period specific Jah Guidance labels2LP 29.99

Waldos (The) Rent Party! Walter Lure, best known as co-frontman and songwriter of the Heartbreakers, also led his own band, The Waldos.  Their debut ‘Rent Party’ LP has been unavailable on vinyl since 1994.  This limited edition in blue vinyl has two bonus tracks, from the 'Crazy Little Baby' 7" of 1991LP 18.99

WAR Give Me Five! The War Albums (1971-1975)WAR: The Vinyl: 1971-1975 is an exclusive color vinyl boxed set celebrating the 50th anniversary and the first five classic albums from WAR (following the departure of their former lead-singer Eric Burdon).  The set showcases WAR’s best-loved albums; WAR, All Day Music, The World Is A Ghetto, Deliver The Word, & Why Can’t We Be Friends?.  Each album will be pressed on vinyl for the first time since its original release. Strictly Limited to 5000 exclusively for Record Store Day 2021. Green (disc1), Silver (disc2), Blue (disc3), Orange (disc4) & White (disc5)5LP £103.99

Waterboys (The) How Long Will I Love You 2021 [Room To Roam Sessions EP]RSD Exclusive Limited Edition. A new remix of the bands' classic single 'How Long Will I Love You 2021' taken from the forthcoming Room To Roam Sessions CD Box Set. This release features 3 exclusive tracks not in the box set.12" 14.99

Wildhearts (The) Cuts So Deep Limited to 1000 copies worldwide. 6 track 12”.From deep in the Round Records archives comes a recording of The Wildhearts live at Dudley JB's in 2003. Featuring the line up of Ginger, CJ, Jon Poole and Stidi, this performance, captured by Jase Edwards, perfectly represents the Wildhearts raw side.Fresh from the success of The Wildhearts latest live album, '30 Year Itch', producer extraordinaire, Dave Draper has once again brought alive the Wildhearts live magic.This must have limited edition release is available as a 12" EP especially for Record Store Day 202112" 15.99


